
Routine Parent work order with and closing Pattern Mo Construct 40%

Sep-13 Oct-13 Nov13 Dec13 Jan-14 Feb-14

9eing 1400 000 724 543080 446448-
CWIP Forecasted Expenditures 200000 250000 150000 300000 50000 25000

AFIJOC 8000 7000 5000 5000

abc CWIP Balance Available to Close 1208000 981800 744080 751448 50000 25000

exgCWlPMantAddtioncCloxings 830039Z720lj29763251448 50000 25000
de CWlPEndhigBalance 724800 589080 446448

Closingvattern% 40% 40% 40% 100% 100% 100%

Closing patterns are also used to move RWIP to accumulated depreciation reserve these dont close to

plant in-service but impact net plant based upon the estimated construction period The rules set forth

by closing patterns are used to move dollars from RWIP to reserve untfl the estimated completion date is

reached then that is used to move dollars from RWIP to reserve for any additional expenditures

Routine Parent work order with and Closing Pattern Me Construct 40%

Sep-U Oct-U Nov-13 Dec 13 Jan-14 Feb-14

RWP 0einn gBalsnce 1000000 720000 582000 439200 443520 295112

RWP Forecasted Expend turex 200000 250000 150000 300000 50000 25000

AFUOC

970000 732000 739200 493520 321112

edx DeprReeeAdthtn osin 480000 388000 292800 255680 197408 321112

fde RWWthdinBdance 720000 582000 439200 443520 296112

Closng Pattern 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 100%

If you are forecasting routine project for the entire forecast penod 2015-2020 you may want to set the

estimated in-service date past the forecast period to avoid CWIP/RWIP balance to close 100 percent to

plant within the forecast period and it is suggested to set it no more than years out from the last

forecast period i.e 2024 for this budget Please note that the estimated complete date cannot be more
than 30 years from the estimated start date and the estimated in-service date cannot be past the

estimated complete date

Percent of Work Complete For the parent work orders with multiple phases of construction single

specific estimated in-service date will not work Either percent or dollar amount should be identified for

specific periods to move CWIP or RWIP to plant in-service or Accumulated Depreciation Reserve

respectively The last phase of the project will use the estimated in-service date to close the remaining
CWIP and estimated completion date the remaining RWIP For those parent work orders that have CWIP
and RWIP forecasted expenditures and have percent work complete closing patterns the RWIP portion

can be set up to close on the estimated complete date the same dates as the percent set up for the

CWIP portion or different pattern altogether CM will need to work with you on setting these up

If parents are set up for each phase of the project related to the estimated in-service date one could avoid

using percentage of work completed closing method

Other Do not budget or forecast spend on parent projects that have status of cancelled

posted to Continuing Property Records CPR completed in-service or unitized If you do use

these parents to forecast expenditures the actual in-service date will be used to move dollars

from CWIP to Plant in-service in the forecast which means forecasted spend will be in-serviced

in the same month as the spend occurs since the actual in-service date will be in the past

Current Year Projects and Projects with CWftP Balances
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All projects with actual CWIP balances must be reviewed for both spend and estimated dates If the

estimated in-service date is in the past the project must be evaluated for either additional expenditures to

be budgeted and estimated in-service date to be changed or the asset is used and useful and children

work orders need to be in-serviced Make every effort to have work orders in-serviced as soon as they are

used and useful assets It is important that the starting month of forecast has an accurate starting CWIP
balance Also all open projects must be evaluated for expenditures for 2015 and beyond and the

estimated in-service date must also be reviewed and updated if necessary

Asset Retirements
Asset retirement is the removal or abandonment of an asset or part of an asset if it meets the

capitalization policy from the field and the removal of said asset from the CAA CPR Because forecasted

asset retirements are not recorded in any of the budgeting systems planned forecasted large asset

retirements need to be communicated to CAA during the budget process timeframe It is important for

both depreciation expense and tax depreciation to identify the retirements in the forecast

The routine Transmission and Distribution TD mass property retirements are forecasted based on

historical data however if there are any known large and unusual planned retirements they need to be

communicated to your CAA liaison in advance See the CAA Liaison contacts for TD at the end of the

Capital Budgeting section

The Production asset retirements in the budget are processed based on planned retirements of

individual large property groups whole property unit system or some major component of such system
or production plant If there are plans to retire large production assets or any generating plants that may

go off-line and become fully retired in the 2016-2020 cycle please provide plant name and projected date

of decommissioning to CM for contact information please refer to the CM Liaison section at the end of

this Capital Budgeting Instructions The information from previous forecast is maintained by CAA and

provided back to BA for the updates every budget/forecast cycle CM will then work with you to

determine the specific assets to retire in the forecast once information is gathered

Lega Expenditures
Legal expenditures related to deferred or capital projects may warrant inclusion in the total expenditure of

the project and are to be budgeted within the respective business areas deferred or capital budget

Business areas having capital projects or deferred expenditures which may include legal expenses must

contact the General Counsel Business area who will provide the estimated budget for these projects to

the business areas and will monitor legal expenditures associated with the project Contact Deb
Meuwissen at 612-215-4545 or Raynard Gray at 303-294-2488 if you have any questions

CapitaUzation PoUcy
Every parent work order upon initiation is validated for consistency with the Capitalization Policy i.e

accounting guidance applicable for actual book activity should be applied to budget and forecast data
This is true for every child work order as well Occasionally project changes scope from the time it was

budgeted to the time the actual work begins If the actual work no longer meets the criteria for

capitalization the work cannot be capitalized even though the dollars reside in the capital budget To
avoid surprises between the budget and actual project expenditures it is imperative that detail information

be provided before initiation of the parent work order so that CM can do the Capitalization Policy test

quickly Please note that CAA policy is to validate projects within days of receipt During the

busy budget season CAA may need the full days to complete validation so please plan

accordingly Likewise if hundreds of projects are sent at once to CAA to validate turn around
time may be longer

Leve of Detail

All parent work orders budgeted within FMS and PowerPlant must identify the proper utility i.e electric

gas and functional class i.e steam production transmission consistent with the FERC Uniform System
of Accounts The Capital Exoendituro Budaet Roauiromonts Matrix included in the Appendices

summarizes the level of detail required This level of detail is achieved in the budget by choosing the

appropriate Funding Project Type when setting up your parent work order This level of detail is required

to identify depreciable from non-depreciable plant It also captures plant accounts which use different

depreciation rates This information must be budgeted for each operating company as the approved

depreciation rates vary by company
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The Regulatory department uses plant information for establishing electric and gas utility rates There is

minimum level of detail at which projects cannot be further combined All business areas must follow

these requirements For example transmission substation work cannot be combined with the

transmission line work The matrix includes listing of the applicable 300 level FERC accounts where

such budgeted capital expenditures are typically closed to plant in-service Also see below for the detail

required for parent work orders with special rate treatment

Transmission Serving Generation or Distribution Serving Generation For projects with

interconnection facilities and network upgrades associated with generation facilities specific funding

project types should be used Please note that there are new funding project types for transmission

serving generation work distribution serving generation can be set up based on business need and

this distinction must be made when setting up your projects for budgeting This is important for

ratemaking purposes The distinction is made based upon the primary purpose for installing the

transmission or distribution assets rather than budget ownership The budgeting guideline on this topic is

included in the Appendices Also the Transmission Interconnection Network Glossary and Transmission

Serving Generation Ownership Scenarios documents posted on the CAA web page Transmission

Serving Generation

Parent Project Naming Conventions and Grandparent Summarization

Capital budgets and forecasts are used in rate case filings It is important to consider how you name your

project Make sure that the parent project name provides important identifying information and is not

misleading Naming conventions may be used by your business area to facilitate easier identification of

related projects for instance those related to particular generating plant Also words that are

descriptive help in understanding what the project is for For example if parent description contains the

key words indicating removal work replace remove relocate etc make sure that the RWIP dollars are

forecasted In addition upon setting up your project you must choose grandparent which is another

means to summarize types of projects The grandparents are used to summarize and present CWIP and

RWIP data in rate case schedules and testimony and should help explain the type of project Projects

related to each other even if in different business segments should be budgeted have the same

grandparent and dates should be in-sync If you think you need new grandparent that is not currently in

the FMS dropdown list please choose the Need New Grandparent grandparent and then call your

business area financial representative to discuss The business area financial representative should then

call the CAA liaison for the business area to discuss

Separaty Budget Capita Projects with Specia Rate Treatment
Estimated in-service dates and expenditures affect the budgeted or actual revenue collected for rate rider

projects as well as projects having special rate treatment e.g PSCo Transmission Cost Adjustment

TCA also called Senate Bill 100 These projects are considered Projects of Interest and require

prioritized reviews and updates Therefore FMS Tamcast or Workbook should be updated with the most

accurate estimates for the budget as well as monthly forecast updates for both expenditures and

estimated in-service dates Each project must have separate parent work order numbers CM uses

unique Class Code tag on parent work orders to assure proper processing through rate case preparation

The specific Class Codes are provided by and approved by the rate areas Please contact the Rates

and Regulatory department concerning all projects that qualify for special rate treatment

Any capital expenditures unrelated to the project i.e not subject to special rate treatment must be

budgeted to separate parent work order Thus parent work orders requiring special rate treatment

should have only the capital expenditures that are included in the approved regulatory orders or

legislative mandates Budget any removal expenditures associated with these projects in RWIP JOE

object accounts 740000-743350 since removal expenditures do not qualify for any AFUDC calculations

Type of Charges incurred

Capital expenditures primarily include employee labor and benefits contract labor materials and other

direct expenditures AFUDC charges are calculated outside of FMS and should not be included as part of

users budgeted capital expenditures AFUDC is added and becomes component of the total

construction charges included with the parent and child work orders within the Companys financial

systems
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Reason Codes
Within the EMS system the Company has established reason codes which provide information about

each parent work order that is used for internal reporting purposes to better understand and track

expenditures For example the reason code replace/refurbish should be applied to projects related to

replacing worn-out or damaged or degraded equipment These capital expenditures can then be

distinguished from investments to serve new customers While this information does not impact the

forecast balance sheet or income statement it provides useful information for management and is

required For more information on reason codes please see Reason Code Definitions published on the

Corporate Budgeting Home Page

Customer Contributions in Aid of Construction Reimbursements and Customer
Advances
Non-refundable contributions in aid of construction CIAC non-refundable CIAC not customer advance

or refundable CIAC and other capital reimbursements from third parties are common component of

certain capital expenditures within the Delivery and Transmission business areas

Non-refundable CIAC typically received for additional facilities installed for customers should be included

in the capital expenditure forecast where applicable and can be supported with historical trends Each

business area needs to budget for non-refundable CIAC using JDE object accounts 733400-733460

Refundable CIAC or customer advances are not forecasted within EMS

Customer reimbursements for relocating facilities to accommodate customers other than Department of

Transportation DOT customers should be budgeted using object account 743150 For DOT
customers use object account 743160 to budget the credit

Joint Ownership Share
The OpCos have joint ownership capital projects where the OpCo pays the full construction

expenditures then is reimbursed by the third party or joint owner such as Comanche Sherco and

Transmission CapX2O2O With joint ownership projects it is recommended to budget capital

expenditures gross the full amount then record credit to the appropriate joint ownership object account

CWIP Joint Ownership 733340-733346 or RWIP Joint Ownership 743150-743160

Capita Asset Accounting Business Area Liaisons

Budget Organization CAA Liaison Phone

Corporate Services Phil Steinweg 612-321-3119

Transmission Shari Grams 612-330-7837

Jamison Smith 612-330-6412

Distribution Becky Dean 303-294-2395

Energy Supply NSPM Carol Callahan 612-330-7659

Energy Supply NSPW Dave Amans 715-737-2495

Energy Supply PSCo/SPS Kris Jenson 612-330-5583

Ryan Thilquist 612-330-2877

Nuclear Generation Jake Miller 612-330-1959

Ryan Thilquist 612-330-2877

Appendices

JOE Guidance

JDE Sub-edger Fied
In order to charge out all costs sub-ledger field must be entered on all budget lines using Service

Company JDE business unit Since no JDE business unit can charge the Service Company the sub
ledger cannot be another Service Company JDE business unit
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